<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Project Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Is displacement being mitigated? | Yes No Other  
| 2. Discuss mitigation of construction noise impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 3. Discuss mitigation of noise impacts after completion? | Yes No Other  
| 4. Discuss air quality impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 5. Discuss mitigation of air quality impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 6. Discuss impacts on affected businesses? | Yes No Other  
| 7. Discuss mitigation for each business impact? | Yes No Other  
| 8. Discuss noise impacts during construction? | Yes No Other  
| 9. Discuss mitigation for construction noise impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 10. Discuss noise impacts after completion? | Yes No Other  
| 11. Discuss mitigation for noise impacts after completion? | Yes No Other  
| 12. Discuss land use impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 13. Discuss mitigation of land use impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 14. Discuss visual impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 15. Discuss mitigation of visual impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 16. Discuss ADA issues? | Yes No Other  
| 17. Discuss mitigation of ADA issues? | Yes No Other  
| 18. Discuss Hazmat issues? | Yes No Other  
| 19. Discuss mitigation of Hazmat issues? | Yes No Other  
| 20. Does lack of mitigation specifically affect any impacts? | Yes No Other  
| 21. Urban project, does project "divide neighborhood"? | Yes No Other  
| 22. Does document discuss displacement? | Yes No Other  
| 23. Is displacement being mitigated? | Yes No Other  
| 24. Were economic impacts identified? | Yes No Other  
| 25. Were mitigations to right of way acquisitions identified? | Yes No Other  
| 26. New economic impacts identified? | Yes No Other  
| 27. Statement of disproportionate impact on low income or minority populations identified? | Yes No Other  
| 28. Was there an explanation why there was or was not an Environmental Justice impact? | Yes No Other |